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Basketball Tonight
Sea Jame Mate, second OarIII
team in the California Basketball A. wMl estartiln. flea
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Religion Week To Begin
.1Rev Robert Moon Will Deliver
Opening Address for Service

All but 203 of the 1999 movie
rate cards have been sold, Bob
"Religion-j,-ljfe" Week wal useurneake Sientey night with the
Weise sales chairman says. The
Rev. Robert W. Moses, pastor 94 tile Fret Metitoslist Church of Son
cards will continue to be sold at
ttie Graduate Manager’s Office.e lmeadro, delivering the milkiness at the service in the musk theater.
The program begins at 7 o’clock
President John T. Wahlquist is also slated to give opening re-*marks on the program that will
kick-off the week based on the
theme "on this we lesild.’
Paster of the Sea Leandro
sham* alms 11614 Rev. Mesa Is
a graduate of the Boation Vattershy tlehool of Theology. Hie
church group made Newspaper
More speakers, more workshops
liesellines last April wheal meinand more discussion groups at this
bees refused to sign loyalty oaths.
In eider be he tax toss,nebulae
!year’s Spartacamp than ever before will set a precedent for size
that gleans the seek made them
and quality of the annual affair,
pessaise I.adman. sot isernaccording to Ray Freeman. camp
inas_theeirovernment ta any way.
director.
The service will be opened with
The 195.5 version of Spartaan organ prelude by Leslie Hannafordfollowed by a call to worcaaiP begins tomorrow when
mese 120 person meet in front
ship by Judy Thus, student theirof the /Steered l’aion et 815
man of the week, a vocal duet by
Inboard basses for AWLFather Duarte and Eleanor Hai 111retes Dereiber, Ghil Wetness and Audrey Pashas dams and
saner.
ley and a vocal solo by William
aim in Kappa MK& Theta’s wields( entry, "Reg Roves." dewing
Emphasis this year will be on
Schneider.
the All-Greek Shaw bet sight. The monk at the moment was Ins the future leader and improving
A thinummien breakfast In
-Photo by Downs
Contimatal but the soreelty need KO own words.
his skill lb and knowledge of stuNewman Hell will leilew the PI
dent government.
o’clock Sunday Maas at Bt. PatKeynote speaker is Stanley K.
chareh. aroseding I.HerROBERT W. MOON
Crockett. manager of the Proman Perrier, elminean.
Principal Speaker
.
vident Mutual Life Insurance Co.
A "Sparkplur dinner" will be
in San Jose. He will speak on
held Sunday afternoon at 5:30o’.
"Persornal Planning and Setting
deck before the butial service of
Pereseal Goals."
/41111111liembeClie Week, actor&
In lam-packed Morris Dailey won’s inti*Itiiitie Mostly hum
ascond speaker is Ehvood N.
111311..Jbe McCann. chairman of
auditorium last night, an overflow the rresibli lemma Paeific."
Chapman, business consultant and
the dieser.
Kappa Tau’s entry was "All head of placement at Chaffey Junstudent audience was present to
The Trinity Episcopal church at
me Kappa Alpha Theta sorority for A Gal Named Nell." a musical ior College His topic is "Atti- tRINDAY, JAN. SS
Second and St. John streets will
and Kappa Thu fraternity win take-off of the Martin-McCoy tudes."
7:30 p.m. Opening Service in the be host to the spaghetti and meatfirst place honors in the sixth feud.
Third speaker Is Dr. James E.
Music building auditorium. Ad- ball feed. All students are welcome
annual All-Greek Show.
Curtis, professor of edutation at dress by the Rev. Robert W. Moon to come and price is 25 cents per
Kappa Kappa Gamma won secSIR who will speak tie "The
plate.
ond place in the sorority division
Place of Extracurrheilar Activ- MONDAY, JAN. Si
worship
in
Morning
7:45
a.m.
Sigma
was
thirdKappa
and
ities in Education."
Alpha Tau Omega took home a
Topics for the these workshops the Memorial dispel by the Rev.
second piece trophy in the teaare "Student Activities Board and Otto Bremer of the Lutheran
Intel. and PI-frefeA.
The Student Council sent a Fe - How to get Into Activities," Church.
phs aimed third. Delta .Vplileit spent he the Maud atClentrol Wed. Visor and Importance at ParliRich Mame was effected presi920 *As. lartaing bigiarie in
stect an all-col- amentary Preeeduse." and "Organ. the lliensorial eimpe4 by the Rev.
was avianket iffaigaida amitiset eembeif for 1E5
dent of Sigim Nu Ira
at a
omailleelege pistol team.
kutimilkilftreineit
Wyk- mid Heeling. Committees." Robert W. Moon. Topic: "Tide
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OMR aii:Mditalitlliieleibarridera
At present - them me’ eilheallp ammo will elistenis each peeb- My Faith."
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improve
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11175 yearly Maisel freer the SW. public relsolises and what Military FIcture?" in Roma 11 it Iltheseinee.. vice-preeident: 111he
tbo LIMP, Alpha Theta’s
Ytt"
venial at segietratkia with ow AM the other- is opett role to methe individual students abb. the Women’s onn. Dr. Robert E. Awe sessatery: Nam treslis4.
airtime, Went can the class coun-1 RIM and the Rev. Robert W. treasurer:
Tom
Elamegartner.
With the pepuler show ’shed- ROTC students.
Plies far a third team under 401a do to increase the interest Moen will be preemit.
cheek*: Russ Cseider. resiertee;;
uled to begin at II p.m., seats at
2:30 pm. Panel disousim an Fred Temps. marshal; Al Sever..
bey sort were at a proem est* the sproseephIpetihk1K71C. cells of the students at San Jose State
In the evening. All available chairs. far a -431Predlnielienild ErouP 0Per and help them act as more bene- "What is Belief?" in the Mernorial Mo. sentinel: Dick Nelson. histor.
Ian
chapel
wets ahd steps were filled by 7:30 to all mombssedt the student body. ficial bodies’
The Resit of Control recomceche* and there wasn’t even any
mended that the pistol team be
News
standing room left by 7:43.
formed If a satisfactory method
of financing can be worked out."
their report said.
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Camp Events
Bigger in ’55

Thetas, Kappa Tau Win
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Group Solicits
Coat Hangers

EISENHOWER SAYS FORMOSA ACTION IS DEFENSIVE" is
the latest news brief on the Spartan Daily wire page 3. For would
Got some old wire coat hangers? ’
-be artists there Is information on
If you do. Alpha Phi Omega
Mademoiselle’s art contest and a
if you would,
chance at a $500 first prize see would appreceiate it
phone the fraternity Saturday at
fine arts. page 4.
CY 4-4144.
The group is collecting wire
What’s
aid meet? You should
know.fiats Slid year of hangers to sell. Money gained from
cempelltion with major California the clake will be used to further
colleges on snow covered slopes- - the fratkeity’s campus and comfeature page 5. And to find out munity Hendee projects The goal
what other college-goers are do- is set at 10.003. according to Jim
ing ---and thinking, duck exchange Wellington, drive chairman.
Page 7.
Society’ Look at page 6. with
a list of fraternity pledges and
pica of the Theta Chi Dream Girt
ausdidates.
And last in the paper today.
but prehably that read. le the
Spartan Daily sports page.
4% News- -Pages I mid 2
World News-- Page 3
ActsPaw 4
Illmitarea---Psys 5
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Rich Moore Wis.
Houste Presidexcy

6Y’ Dance Tonight

The "Scrapers’ Shuffle" will be
the feature of the evening at the
Student Y following the basketball game Weight Rip dafitie-will
be at the new location at Ilth sod
San Antonio streets GM ist0-beer
the "sweetest mak U. die at
heaven." Jim McCaw publicity
chairmen reveals.
Stem will be admitted for 25
seats and maples Jar 35 amta
amid sett deludis ail be
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Roundup

Eisenhower Clarifies Protective Line
To Help Chinese Nationalist Holdings

THE BAD
, threat of war ahead) exhaled Ise.1
By CHARLES Met’ANN
Icause of Communist be4lliiirnent4 1
P. Staff Correspondent
1. The first Chin* Communiet
and that a firm stand may pirefdl react ion to President EisechowTHE GOOD
vent rather than cause war.
cr., ine in defense of Form,,,,,,
administraI. The Eisenhower
which
along
tion clarified the line
2. The revolt in Costa Ries end- ! was aelhahae Red Pre-niter Ch(’-’
-Lai reaffirmed the-Retermin
It is prepared to fight if necessary ed when the remnants of the de. I En
ation of the Peiping government ..
to defend the Chinese Nationalist heated rebels fled across the frontake Forinosa. He. said also the:
stronghold of Formosa from Chic tier into Nicaragua. It was sena
new Communist attack. For but dangerous outbreak which the Reds will reject say ’IllaiPnaa,
months there has been a cloudy might have caused war between to bring about a ream-fire brMoen the Nationalist’ and th.
area - the
in-between
of
sort
Costa Rica and Nicaragua. Nicsmall islands which the national- aragua was accuser’ of sheiterhig Carrununists. Chow called on I h.
ists hold immediately off the main- and arming the rebels. President United States to get out of For
MOLL
land. .
Anastasio Somoza of Nicaragua
2. Soviet R.uss.a took Iskg ale The President intends to protect threatened war if Costa Rican
Formosa and the neighboring Pes- troops pursued the rebels acreas toward a retains to the tough policy at the late Josef Stalin by ." cadores Islands. and also to use
the bonier.
mean* from office Trade Maisie.
the United States 7th Fleet and
3. Premier lehiro Antoyanis dis- Anemias I. Slikoyan. Mikeyda had
United Steles Air Force planes to
mum the evacuation of National - solved the Jfiqyalisess Pedinient in been in charge of a drive te in
hit troops from the off-shore Is- preparation ter a neilenal eisetkin name the prediction of consignSew eastern was expemeed Feb. 21. Palia abitassraip by lea- er spa&
Mend"
3.
Presider Pierre
in Congress that there was a risk den of the prildpil WNW parof big-male war in the preelibrit’s ties mode it minim that whoever France. ritai lighting to got th
anketIn waking miniptamilerid eh- MAIM the refeclimes imam mill het, Feta Parlkinupt ID rig*" the
GesonIM areasmant aussink.
thinly ie see the amid _foram the tam WA. ihe WWI MOM
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alidelet thabille4I imatelealik
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Board Denies
WAA Request

The Coffee Grind
By JOE VOOT

WAA’s request tor SEM le
(TA hair: Bia majesty, Mr.
mad two deiegates to a isedepd
Hamer lissessm AM then there
"--I.
minventson is Iforthampann.MINS. Vast, Who hasn’t appeared la was the chemistry professor who
*sea* -.t4s4s Samdsy. Are you. AIS was tunied drone by the lib -e.
.
...Ya
iho Daily Ogles also, Wag sent said, ’Tin really not suspicious by
iii Wednesday.
7
ant *or melee almost a month nature," as he separated his class
.
--; .1,1
But the women’s athletic group Igo. ans sent word Oat be is for an exam; every third seat, cl?
’es *side ead year on Ole SJS
-re
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s
ay third row.
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air reason for gds. be says.
the counce’s Board of Control for
.r.e.s. -9 Are yroka reedy to got ’me and
-t
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(Vase mks that. U anywee
moor,. titer wynerthing inal amoinst.
oi-. 3 ’:rP’
t
ft,
The first request was turned abasild rim WM ’es(
yes. Ilse ba-4 *yen on the
..
le to the Dally
down. first by HOC and then by limy tarn the
e -;
.e bract. -.ed thrOugh mar y
1rI
the council. because, according to Offise, the Dearest available
e
Art Lund_ ASS president. the fi- Daily reporter or trash recesss.hositcl rirew;se
’ worel
- - -e:
- ?
nance group noted that the WAA gide.
CY uns
ni led, end
Miry will be homed over to
had not put in a request for the
-.
amount in their original budget_ Mr. Vast for re-wgge, if -that’s
-lethe-Worki Sebes oey owes
The Greatest for 19-55
He said that the controllers felt lap word for IL)
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MORE Vioresst His. "Hip Nom"
tire student isorty
down San Carlos street WednesHiss "Rind ftiesir"
1.401E
a re:eo
"’e
"
day morning on my way to the
- -e.-GLEN FORD
Co. I caught a quick glimpse of
,A.4 /
,
- -e
5.
an VS student putting his good
BARBARA STANWYCK
--.. r...e eerred ee1 re- -e- e-;
neighbor policy to work.
G. ROBINSON
EDWARD
-; r .
e
-.mob "coerces ioor
,1,_.
running
A police major came
barracks
School
out of the Police
to the croft-walk at 5th and San
league-, if, re1:9io-. their
-e/scr oo b
’
Carlos. "May I help you, sir"’ he
’pbegin Sesv:tay. G.E
eT) it
Dar ’Thrust and Parry:
said to a blind man who was atI is APPLEgetic for the hide- teniXing to cross the street.
.
SECOND FEATURE
The -student escorted the elderly
with
mailiwnam
Loa
Chime,"
Iodel
! which I done did drop the formbs’ !ism safely over the cross walk
"THE BIG CHASE"
I of this club, go by the name of awl returned to the barracks beI I go Pogo. I was. in the begbmin’ fore I could find out his name.
&nail acts of cou r t e sy and
"WHEN MAIROO FLEW"
; of the memo& inspirited. I was
Thies- members from R./8’s Ho- star", delegation eisainnon.
enthusiastic thane:trainees like that don’t go
I Foarnin’ over ’with
United Nations delegation will
The delegates. Gloria Laid., boobies of getting it started. But UNootiord. I wish all students
namely school
and 111/1i as considerate. My vote for
""nd thr Western Collate Cmt"
Sheila Driscoil and Carl Paster someone,.
-I .-nce on American Foreign Pot- toil be smiting information weld homework,
my foam. Now gintjenian of the week goes to
4!7:111771;
) he(d at Stanford University to SJS, which. will represent India I has to admitten thst I .can’t diffit police snider. .Oat WI As pups of dr wise
.o
).Feb31
continue this forrnin’. Also I can’t
aarourarad Jan at the Model U.N. conference.
2
aseriss mill was misses sews
- Wilms Ws Spif.t.Segine ttli
The topic for the Stanford con- get a TEEcber to sponsor omen.
I was svossFARING. this. If Pogo deiab draw. mai06,441weir
terrace will be "America Faces
ti
K fans cOttld Jtall get together an a desk Metnegewelli
Cothratthaam-Stamen. director of the Foreign gathered gathasire, like a Pogo Boa- air. Josimilisen-calleagaeo-ri,
anGomeet-oLd-StleepriseINIPIIIM GIP
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now
al the
oo setoduled for the meeting. The hhlnk. that Is. Phone CT 3-10401’ Vent" yet.
A speech geelbfersei this
IsdAmetical lease, told of. fun trailer VS representatives will attirM ant say so.
Oh yes, I .diese wrote a -letterer on Ms disk sirlsio late forisil
trip rthrough the s at the reg. the darmaions and subunit a writon their return,
to his neejwat Walt Keay, I se. theiag
filar meets’s( of rh4 Sterns Epsi- ten report
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.110
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semelptheAssese.,unda)
Wm la lied.
Pete Poop. So’s I done ipt his
’
’Do. meeting was held at the
Soo yes Ma,
written Henry which is his autoboon. of Miss Marie Curtis, oleonemgraphrnot.
ate professor of business and
re. %IP). ad v
according to Col Approximately 100 persons turnl....11 raglins president
PIDX-CALIPORNIA
ed out to see K. Thomas Calls
NOW SHOWIN6
fire prevention magic show "Play
a
for Your Life" in Morris Dailey rot
auditorium Wednesday evening. I
MAYFAIR T’Haana
according to James Craig, public
NP’.’.’ officers of Silver Sabers, as
The Flying 20 club will meet to- PCI championship last. year.
supplementary material to sat morrow morning ar Reid’s Hillads speed ROTC !society, elected at safety lecturer
New officers of the club are
STUDENT RATES Mk
Tuesday night’s meeting, as ahThe program, arranged by Craig view Airport for an intra-club Pete Barnmet, president: Art Reed,
MONDAY AND TUESDAY WES
nosineed by Charles Roy past pres- hay the California law requiring meet. The meet will aid in the
Went? are. Ron Flora, president; public safety training in colleges. selection of the team which will vice president; Floyd Matthews,
treasurer; and Bill Reese, secreNOW PLAYING
Ieckiteee. vice ’,resident.
drew finsisr than 50 students. The represent San Jose State in the
-Warren Fries, sec re t a ry : George others were public school instruct- Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Air tary.
All Tochinceler Skis
Ifi-Eaddin, treasurer: Gerry Ren- ors who were invited and faculty Meet during the spring term.
dab!, sergeant -at -arms; and Sam member,.
Tomorrow’s meet also will be
Yates, chaplaln,
practice for the student class flyers. Floyd Matthews, Reynards
--Pius
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Salvador and Bill Reese, and for
"THEY
RODE WEST’
the private licensed class, Irwin (Owed in mooed ciao metro April 24,
ThWiS, Mark Emanuel and Carl 1934, in Sim Jam, Calif., ender Ow set
Pelt* Nu Theta, home econom- Shaver. Both classes will be rep- of March 3, Ilie. Member Carifiarsia
New officers eleVed et Wedries- les honor society, recently sp.
Putorraltors’ AssoclehOo. Pubresented in the PC! meet.
=Ipro
ifisstsuglit’s meeting of Arnold Air p.intett Anne Borkman as presiNOVI
sar by Ow. Asoniiited Shawn,
The meet this year will be held
Snriety, as announced’ by Ron ,lent to replace JCSaft Karpen, who
24 Sao is.. Stets College incept Set,
CONTINUOUS
at San Jose and will he co-sponDAILY
Mlooiseon.. past commander, are: was married during the holidtgo, , !gored by the local flying club with eddy and Sionday, during the college
feet. owe issue tletiog ilik fatal esernieKcot Crockett, commander: Paull according to Miss Maude I.. Aihe,
1 the group from Mount San Anto- stirs* snail.
Ashley, executive officer; Ntirman *militant professor; of hoiiiit econio College. The two tied for the
Telephoto* CYprese 44414
NOW PLAYING .
l’ociris, oprrartions officer; Scott nii’mics and adviser to the group.
Eoliierial Ext. 210; Advertising Dept. 211
\hp% ioljutant, Rob Delorenzo,
Nancy Crowell replaced Miss
Sobecriptioas accepted only ea
r.
ptrollrr
remainder -el -school yaw bash:
Borkman as vice president of the
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Jock Nonce, Virginia Mays
A AO N
Preis ’4.4 The Gloirs Priedog Co.
Conclave in Wash. Lorna Moridora, secretary.
Dr. Robert Dewey of the Insti1441 S. tat St, Soo Jew, cant
unarm. DC, April 7-10
tute of Philosophical Research. San
A Una. for AAS members and
EDITORBarbera Richardson
"AFRICAN ADVENTURE"
Francisco. spoke to faculty memVie" wilt -tie4 held Saturday at
BUSINESS MGR.Paul Ward
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SJS’s
Psychology
and
PhiNI,,rtets: .1114:1 (vricon, Club
DAY EDITORCloyton Peterson.
losoph
par t men t s Wednesday
Wedn
l’Isns-for the Military Ball, co"Hamlet in the Christian Per. at 3:30 p.m., according to Dr.
at...nosed by the Silver Sabres
iit AAR, to be held ,sometime in spectiye" will be discussed here Charism W. Telford, head of VS
by Dr. Robert E. Fitch Monday psychology and philosophy divi’
also %% "0’ disrainerst
sion.
evening as part of the week’s;
UN I.Selle
Dr. Dewey told of the Mittitute’s
liglon-in-Life activities, accotdh
NOW
PLAYING
program,
which
’ to Dr. James Woolf, professor of
is heeded by Dr.
Mina D Joyce Bolton, instruc- English.
Mortimer Adler.
tor in home economies, is leaving
Dr. Fitch of the Pacific School
nobly to. attend a three tin run- of Religion is scheduled to speak
FIRST SAN JOSE RUN
g-rent-0 -Of the t’alifila-nla AS910413. at 9:30 o’clock in the auditorium
lion for nursery education at Anil - of the Music Buildine
caner, according to litho Anna L
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Brake Service
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Thrust and
Parry

.
"The
Violent Men"

l nited Nations Delegates Attend .P.-t-b-bie
Conference on U.S. Foreign Policy
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AtkinsonAddresses wwid
Seeretarta. l Group opmek...

Ma* Show
DrawsOnly100

Fl in 20 Club Meets Saturda
Find Team for Air Contest

Sabers Announce
New (:lub. Officers

Spartan Daily

"Fire Over Africa"

.iir S4wietv Llects Home 11..c. Society
Names New Head
New Exetiitives.

"Silver Chalice"

Dr. Dewey Talks
To PArch.. Faculty

Dr Fitch To Speak
At Religious - vent
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I; ill Attend Confab

"ALWAYS A BRIDE"

Give It a Try!

RELIABLE BOOKKEEPING
SERVICE
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Typingie. Shoilants Go. OfficMaillag
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A

to CLAIRE SCHMIDT
*Env whenftr each dee

DIERKS
where SpaHans meet for the
best coffee and donuts in town!
371 WEST SAN CARLOS

Al’s Shell
Service
FIFTH and
SANTA CLARA

Special Rates
to College Groups
1066

THE ALARIEDA

El Rancho Drive-la:

"Fire Over Africa"
Nos
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United Press World News

Stops Disturbance

Ike Says He’ll Decide
How Forces Are Used

WASHINGTON, Jan. 27 (UP)-- I
President Eisenhower told his top
military leaders today that U.S.
forces in the Formosa area are
there purely for defensive purposes
and that he alone will decide whet hc- r they are 1.13ed in anY other
manner.
The president said that any decision to use the American forces
other than in their own self de- tense or the direct defense of Formosa and the Pescadores is a respnsibility which he has not delegated to anyone else.
The White House statement, released after. the President met
With his top military leaders, was
interpreted as an attempt to answer questions posed by his request to Congress Monday for
specific authority to use U.S. forees4iecessary to defend Formosa.
request had been challenged i
Congress with arguments
that Ilk might lead to preventive
war or put the American forces
in position of supporting Chinese
Nationalists in an offensive against
the Communist -held mainland.
CEASE-FIRE PARLEY
NEW DELHI. India, Jan. 27
Red China’s ambassador to India called on Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru today,
prompting speculation that India. Is playing a key role in efforts to obtain a cease-fire in
I lie danger-pocked F o rm o a
st ridghta.
The New. Wend ’meeting was
believed related to awnings in
Londe* betertlita Nehru’s chief
dip;anailtrtenda shooter, V.
K.
r1
Keinta ahd British
reissfget.Seerelier Anepsty
ladlay for
the:
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banillaralgard
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General MacArthur Summons
World Leaders To Abolish War

thur warned that unlen Se massLOS ANGELES, Jan. 27 (UPI
Gen. Douglas MacArthur called et force the abolition ,of war.- a
race may threw .41W
on world leaders last night to help i Preparedness
war
abolish war or face the possibilityI world into a suicidal nuclear
combustion*.
that the earth may someday be by "spontaneous
destroyed in a giant nuclear blast!
The next great advance in
th’
evolution of civilization carirsot 1
take place until war is abolished.
court 01 Appeals
MacArthur said in a speed) corn-1
mernorating his 75th birthday. He
WASHINGTON. Jan. 27- (UP)
received a standing ovation front!
SAN FRANCISCO 11.11,9-- The a crowd of 1000 before he spokes I "e /44"w today overwhelminglY
leaders are the laggards," approved 366 to nothing bill to
State District Court of Apisetle
his ruled that an Oakland ceme- MacArthur said. "The disease of I Permit youths tri service befwv
tery has the right to refuse to power ’teems to confuse and be- next Monday to accumulate ethics mlI
tional benefits under the G.I.
entomb the body of a Negro in fuddle- them."
of Rights
its mausoleum.
He said the ordinary people oil
SOrtl! Members complained that The appeal court held a CemeI
e
htewhether
vals
world,
the bill did not go far enough in
tery is not a place of public acagree that war should be Shot" extending benefits to future
commedat ion.
.dehsi.tev
! !MRS
. Dooling said
ecitsuJeciruaM
MacArthur also charged that
The bill, as sent to the Senate.
In a concurrinq opinion:
demonstrates’
crisis
is designed to give young men and
"It strikes me that the -carrying the Formosa
of
weakness"
col- women entering the service before
’BLACK FROST’ DOOMS SHIPS of racial discrimination into the j "the inherent
that next Monday credit for their en burial grounds is a particularly lective security and warned
HULL, England, Jan. 27 (OP)
the ultimate fate of the Far East tire term of service in computing
Two British fishing trawlers, stupid form of human arrogance
; and the rest of the world will not j G.I. educational benefi tat that
trapped by a dread Arctic "black and intolerance. If life does not be settled by war.
! would he up to four years of col frost" were given up for lost to- so, the universal fellowship of
With dead seriousness. IdueAr- tlfeSe at government expanse.
death should teach humility:"
day with 40 crewmen.

Talbott said today the United
States is engaged in a deadly race
with Russia to perfect long-range
guided missiles capable of carrying
H-bomb warheads.
Testifying before the House
;Armed Services committee, nilbott said the past year has brought
a "marked advance" in U.S. development of guided missiles with
intercontinental range. But he
warned that Russia, with ’the aid
of many German scientists who
developed the V-2 rockets of
Warld War II, is working on the
awesome weapons, too.
Noting that Russia has the
"known ability" to produce H Bombs, Talbott said it is "imperative that our country be the first
to possess operational long-range
ballistic missiles."

The Hull owners of the trawlers Loretta and Roderic, said
they believe the two vemela capsized by the weight of ice deposited by heavy freezing mists
In the Arctic cold off Iceland._
The owners said there appeared to be no hope for survival of
the 40 crewmen In those lee
tees. It was too cold even to
abandon ship.
The last, desperate radio reports were received frost the
two vessels late yeallards,y;
"Black frost," the menages
said. "We are overturning. We
are overturning."
The owners said that black
frost is an enveloping, freezing
(inbuiltingillialk,s,Acis
cloud of mist and tog that
.
WASILINGTOtqan.
27 (LW)
wraps a heavy cocoon of ice
.
Aft Force Secretary Harold E. around everything it contacts.
Tv’
t STAMEN TOVLSIT STANFORD
crude
The toelfoleumlargest.:a
Worthcapie
Amer of
r.
STANFORD, Jan. 27 Foreign
Operations Adminietrator flarold
ice is Teens. Atwortling to the 1954 E. Stamen will deliver the keyEngYeloDerlia .Arnerienta Annual note address Monday to 175 stuits durrent capacity 1301,000 Isar- dent delegates from six states
rel4Per dap.. The pipeline extends gathered for the four-day Westfront Port Arthur to within 12 ern College Conference on AmeriColorado City.
can foreign policy.
_

House Approves
61 Education Bill

Upholds Cemetery

Waler, Water. Everywhere

Working on Water System

simple. It consisted of a black could be collected during an eight
hour period," he said.
sheet of metal which was reinforeed underneath by fiber
Eustis said that if the process
MENLO PARK, Calif., Jan, 28, board insalatien. This unit was passed the final tests he "concen 1
Institute
Owed
prepped up on stilts and
Two Stanford Research
ably could envisage large met wl
scientists are working on a "basic. In a slanting position. At the Installations all along the coast "
There
alleviating
ally sound" system for
base was a small bucket
"Cities could have their own in,
were no motorsla fact no ’dentitions. much the same do
California’s growing water supply
moving pasta. The tests were
problem by taking moisture out of
reservoir or a dam, and individual
conducted at night.
the atmosphere.
farmers could put up Millie, units
Dr. Robert FAistls and retired
to gather water for their own- -The process was this:
Navy Capt. Howard B. HutchThe moisture laden air, with a needs," he said.
inson said that if their plan temperature of about BO *grecs
He said the water would be
proves "econespeally feasible"
Fahrenheit, passed over the metal, most Valuable for irrigation, but
there may be a vahtable new which had a temperature of bewith filtering it also can he used i
sown at water ter Use state’s tween 40 to 50
degrees. AB the
parshad fanning region and warm air contacted the Metal,- the i’ for cooking and drinking.
anteepolitan areas *walks with resulting condensation produce4
now population.
tiny droplets of water which relied
But Eustis emphasized in an in- Into the bucket.
Deficioes h4
terview that "all of our work so
’Castle, cantions with ny prefar has been purely preliminary dictions se what the y slaw
and we are in no position at the would do, mid that during as
present time to make any sensapreliminary teats a very mop
Seep Sr Wild
tional claims."
estimate is that In sae evesing
Eustis said the idea "is so funTilintrid sod Ilaaheido
we collected about ano-11110 elf
damental it’s really not a new a gallon of water per apnee
Me sod Sam
concept" But he added, "so far foot of metal surface.
Cafe* Dessert
as I know it has never been tried
only,
we
-Speaking theoretically
$1.25
.
before in this country."
think that for each 25.000 square
Eustis Is a mechanical engineer foot area of metal surface, an esHours: II 1J11. - 12 p.m. Day
attached to the inatitnte’s physics Unfitted 1000 gallons of water
II
- 2 &JCL. Fri, Sat, Sun.
department Hutchings, a meteo12 students. 438 S 9th St. CT rologist, is in the dbabistry &Closed
7-4866.
nutmeat.
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277 pure imported

cashmere sweaters
ack fell-faskiened sweeter
regularly priced up to 24.951

rosareaficsas sod
orders go take soot
cell CT 3-77111

Occasion..
It.
Corsages
IW
O
SANAA
tad Seats Clers
Plearef
CV 24442
Way

twosiBurs itd"

Isempeste

RESTAURANT
221 EAST JACISON ST.
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siert sleeve #irspos
hog sleeve Garage’s
Woo sleeve pollevors

14.77
12.77

Each sweater a bawd-made maaterpice
in the purest, silkiest Cosiest cashmere
. .
money can buy! Astagnificeattly hog-fashioned
in the ancient troditiois-rich maisir of
the
Europe and Soctiencl. Aknost 300
world’s finest, most highly prized swealars at
*bout half tivoir regular price! In moo
of colors and shiides in the most wanted
classic fashions. . . in slip-sies, pullovers,
carifogans at prices so heaves* yowl want
hi serf or two!
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"a’ 2"65 Iwo Professors Offer Publication
Gamma Phi’s Annwd Award Will Take Leaves Mademoiselle Magazot. e Offers
Beginning Monday New Art Contest for Colleges
FiTAISTAI4 laA/LT

. Pub:lustier, and $500 &re offered as prizes in Mademoiselle nuigTwo Fine Arts professors, Ted
new art contest, designed to discover young awl taise0 in colimitree’s
JohnWendell
J.
and
lel000yen
end
art schoo..s throughout the country.
leges
son, are taking sabbatical leaves
winners of the contest will illustrate Madernoisl‘le’s two
The
two
front SJS beginning Monday.
winning College Fiction Contest stories, and will receive $500 each
at
Stanford
"I plan to study
--for publication of their wo:-It. AII)
University for my doctorate dewoman under 26 enrolled in a
gree," Balgooyen said. "I will be
college or art school is eligible.
working on a desertation on irsA maximum of live samples in
terdiscipfinary study in the Geld
any
medium may be submitted no
of speech and anthropology on
later than midnight. March 1.
the oratory of several primitive
Work submitted may have been
Maisties.
previously done, but if it is done
"1 ant hopeful of getting matespecifically for the contest, the
rial from the University of Oklaillustrations should int e-pret a
homa. the Smithsonian and the
piece of Mademoiselle fietion pubLibrary of Congress and may be
lished during the past year.
necestraveling to these places
Original works of Photographs
sary." he explained.
of work, either black and white of
Balgooyen will rejoin tlie &IS
color trensperetseles sibrnitted
faculty next fall quarter.
must be no larger than 81 by 11
J. Wendell Johnson, associate
Inches. All work should be unprofessor of drama, will begin his
matted, unmounted and unframed
sabbatical with a tour of the
drama departments of other colEvery piece of material must
leges and universities across the
be clearly marked with the conUnited States.
testant’s name, age, home address,
"I want to see what other deschool address and school year.
partments are doing with producMaterial will be returned if an
tion standards and methods. For8’s by 11 manila envelope is inTED ItAllAi0OYEN
mer colleagues or students’ of
cluded with the entry.
mine are affiliated with the deJudges for the contest are Bradpirreented
sward’
arlaolarship
668
Gorda)
Meta
THE
ADMIRING,
partments I will visit," said Johnbury Thompson. art director of
aisnaidly by Gamma MI Seta sorority to as asitatanding Spanish son.
Mademoiselle: Thalia, B. Hess,
4111111.115 are, boo NO to right: Jess Goodlee, sorority scholarship
’’The whole trip will be on a
executive editor of Art News and
reanienose; Plosssed Alien. stades* reireadIng sward: and Anne Dark- day-by-day basis. with New York
Miss Mildred Constantine. associ. MILO. ..,rortt) presidest seated is L. C. "SCSI by of the Language as the goal where I will see SCVate curator of graphic &sign at
a
proand
abOws,
end
Broadway
*Os by Dooms
’ Department.
the Museum at Modern Art. Winfessional TV’ production. I also ’
ners will be aentiOnced in the
plan to we various theater colleeAugust issue of- Illhillmsoiselie.
bons at the Cooper Union Museum Entries should be submitted to
hi New York City. the Library of
The Art Contest., Madernoiselle.
Congress and the New York Pub575 Madison Avenue. Nev.. York
lie library." he said.
22, New York.
Yellowing the trip. Johnson is
planning to study at Stanford
University to complete class woe*
Four morn. Foreniur events are the 3rd annual Earl Warren De- toward a Doctor’s degree. He will
srmatid-d through April for the bate at. Feb. 23. Val’ iCh001 return to SJS fall quarter,
woo the debate once, and t hi
:Us ilehating groom. Dr. Lavirefies
Mount. professor of speech. an tiourialle disagree on the question.
Three 431101111:41 iss the cast ot.,
’Should the US. recognize Red .
reirifirffiLritlill Wt.&
the drains 411bibititien. "Ilsr-Who
.sa hiamdieas /gimes Tosson. Cbinar’ Two students. Edith May
were asussimeed
Gain
meat rrb. Is and 15 Ai MIA Mem* and Hal Holloway. will
Dr. Atom H. Clancy,
hr
Dr.
Monet
in
whet
SdIS
ebegosent
wilt 10.0611161101111060.141/ la
director.
bin"
liserstare awl eirtempor=S1 WO" "A thrift in death:A
Cling Thrush will -replace Fred
’
, riessiiri. Four stnessto wham
Club: Dinner and meet a
The Mode 1191didiklif Consort
1.1110.1e111 MO Beleset &iceberg
---11151111111111 will ic sassomsed lates , MR 041 IN’ llaw "ma at all.
big at 510 p.m. Sunday at Trinity .
wiK.repleit Gerald Charieassis as
i debate with Me theitlemIty
-will eater.
Epieseepei Church.
1111wea It eguar d, and Kenneth
Refreshments
a
b:
Chmeing
C
1
A tie wail be tinhorn between !Ailliga_,.._ 4"U & The 11111"1.111
new. we sow vs sale so Bow will take Craig Thrush’s
the Cain" of Pacific’ mad SJS at 1""mwr ael h.’ "r" .r 438.2 will be served at meeting Sunday, the Drama deporbessit’s pre- piece as Jackson.
11se plane of the University is 7:30 pm.. in Fireside Ftootn. 180
-- ----&triton of "My Three Angels",
as* is Mho dust at Ow aver." N. 3rd St.
In SD-100 from 1 to 3 p.m.
RFNT
Adl Wee Comet colleges will
Deseret Club: Progressive din- deny.
-Rentatake part in the April
TyPE.V. r ITER
AshIlildiell Is 30 emits far Mothelon" at the University of ner and d an cing tonight.
.,Pi(lAl ClUtlfrg
Southern California One upper stops are: 588 S. 10th St. at 6:30 dest. abst 75 tents for (emend
cookrt .314Drair.)
*ad one lower division studeet will o’clock. 605 S. 15th St. at 7 adedmlest Ilse Me Vela. 4, 3, it
thEDY BUSINESS MACHI
be able to enter ans section of o’clock, and the Shattuck resi- 11 god 12 productions Is Ilas
dence on Peaitencia Creek Road Studio Theatre.
tudtthrelc,
the five-part program
at 7:30 o’clock.
Fsploweelog Society: Lecture.
"The Automobile, and Smog", will
be delivered by guess speaker
Ralph M. Heintz tonight at 8
o’clock in
Raligise-M-Llie Week: Opening
program Sunday at 7:30 pan. in
Osscert Hall, with the Rev. Robert W. Moon.
10101eatis Y: -Workday" today
u1V4P
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m, at new
Student 11._ 9th and Sao Antonio
Streets. Weer old clot he s far
scraping, painting. etc. "Scrapers’
17 E. SANTA CLARA
Shuffle" dance will be held "hon" workers tonight in the new
Student 11 at 10 o’clock.
Wesley Irimallisibia: Gather first
at First Methodist -Church at T
o’clock tonight for "actisitias
. Birthday social will be
MONTAN SERVICE
SNORT OIRMItli
"43
biter in the evening at home
of Carol Cos.
"SovelrfesIs All Roy Lao"
Watley rsoodatima: "Kick-off"
dinner Sunday at 5:313 p.m. far
Religion-in-1.4e Week in Trinity
Episcopal Church, before going to
Concert Mall to hear the Rev.
Robert * M000.

Dr. Mouat Announces
-SiS Debating Activities

Dr. Clancy Gives
Play. Cast Changes
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Walters To Direct
W. Gibson Walters. associate
professor of music, win relltille a
coswert by the Hance Orcheirtra
of the Central Carnet Section of
the Califorma Mioic Educators
Asmodiation in Santa Cruz AudiMilion. Saturday. Jam M. at 3
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Lonesome’s New Kitten Thousands See
Home
--Soph Martha Stewart Spartan
(Name on TV

By JIM HARGET
Meet Lonesome Polecat’s new
kitteit---19 year-old Martha Stewart, a sophomore business education major from Watsonville.
Martha Met Lonesome Polecat
John Denney. ASB treasurer’
for the first time Wednesday night
on Dick Garvin’s Coffee Date show
when she was introduced as the
winner of the "Date with Lonesome Polecat Contest.Daistey esafesesd ta the Spartan $W yesterday that he really bales the "Leneassie Polecat"
teem*1 was well pleased with
the response to the contest and
It. llama results.
"I’ve never seen a girl as nervous as Martha was on the radio
show Wednesday night," Denney
said.
What does Szai4is,...9

looking forward, to the Wintermist Ball date with John."
Martha’s contest winning letter.
selected by disc jockeys Garvin
and Bob Custer. ASB pm:a:dent Art
Lund, Spartan Daily editor Barbara Richardson, and Spartan Daily Business Manager Paul Ward,
wits chosen for its cleverness and
originality.
Her reasons for wanting a
date with Leuesoine Poleest
were written oa the letter with
the words outlining the ’shape
at a ears head. Two coins were
attaehed for the eyes.
Denney ran an advertisement
in the cla..cified section of the
Daly several weeks ago: Wanted
cute little kitten for lonesome
polecat.
The contest developed from the
want ad. SJS coeds submitted
letters saying Why they would like
a date with "Lonesome." Martha’s letter won. The prize? John
will escort her to the Wintertnist
Ball, Feb. 25.
Each reed entering the contest contriboted money for the
March of Dimes. Sense $24 was
collected to be sent to that charity.
Martha is 5’ 2- tall. lass brown
hair, blue eyes and is a transfer
students from Monterey Peninsula
College in her first year at SJS.
Her favorite sport is playing
tennis, but she enjoys watching all
sports. She likes Bermuda shorts,
dancing, Earl Bostic records and
the Four Freshmen’s vemion of
rtie Vrev Thmean of ran"

MARTHA STEWART

Newmanites Hold
Paddle- Tourney
time good are you with a pingpone paddle! The Newman Club
has a plea to find out.
A ping-poog tournament open
to all’studenta and animus organizations, wilt he held next Month
at Newman Hall, according to
Bobbie Snaith, publicity chairman.
The elimination aeries
begin at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 7 and
continue through Feb. R, 14, and
15. Award presentations will be
made the night of Feb. 16.
Application blanks are available
at Newman Hall,

SPARTAN SUL’

Friday, Jan. 28’
1255

By BETTY BENNETT
Toe magic of television brought
For three years, San Jose State has had a ski team competing
thousands of Northern California
armchair basketball fans into the egainst fop collegiate skiers in the state. theortunetely, most VS !tu.
Spartan Gym for the first time dents know very little *bout Otis sport, often heralded as on* of the
Wednesday night.
most daring and thrilling of athletics.
Although the Spartan cagers
A collegiate ski meet is comssrised of two sets of events. tasibt
have appeared before the cameras
consisting of cross country and jumping, and Alpine, clownhil-41.
several times, the Cal Poly fray
was the first San Jose home game slalom. Winning team is determined by a point system. Points ane
*wen to the too three competitors of each team for each event.
to be telecast.
Said to be most difficult of the four events is slalom. The
Fans threughout the Sea Frandice Bay Area mid the San Joa- threads his way through a pattern of gates. (Gates are two poise set
quin Valley witnessed the game,
.eight to 10 feet apart and patters.
attbsugh the isall game raa into
ed according to the slope I The slastiff essupetitisin frees ~Disnayloin is always runictusqe. with
laud" and ~Godfrey sad his
both races counting.
Frieads."
ng
The Spartan home debute on
skill, TIdahriillogrikcani d sipseeda.
TV was complete with a deice but
have to speed through strati...Mr
scoring ball game, song girls,
placed control gates. Camlientipitet
A night at Fred’s Place.
yell leaders and pep band.
are used to keep down
It
sounds
shady.
t_!t
San
Jose musk. this is a race again*
Like the cagers, the contingent
the
of spirit raisers have appeared on ski enthusiasts hope It’ll be snowy clock, but skiers still assuattmeS
video before. They followed :he --at least for the next few week- go as fast as SO miles par ’bout’.
team ior television cameras) to ends.
Downhill is considered’ mom danPalo Alto and Stockton for the
Fred’s Place in reality is a ski genaus of the events.
Stanford and COP games earlier resort. It’s sewn miles below MtCream country racing Is the in the season.
tishveiss, if that’s any help. Those
grapellne eveot. Racers are eqadptelecast . making the trip this weekend plan
Wednesdayleithr
was part of a 12 game agreement to *Pend one night there.
Fed nith ’very Watt skim foolsibt4
between Motion litOVIt-TV of
Ski Club Prexy Doug Fox ad- ed to the tam only. as that thelle
Rteekton and the California Bas- vises students to plan
early for heels have the fresubmis isecesketball AasiocisiSoa, The Spartan the snow trip of Feb.
12 and 13. wary to rum as skis. 4 altorno er
tamale in Sparta& Gym and to make their reservations
be- St. tulles Is unually set op. 411%1Feb. IS wilt alas he televiateL fore Feb. 5.
deg Mato equal parts at uphill.
Television’s invasion of Sparta
Five-dollar deposits for reser- daestmlill, and tat tercels.
amused the carmen question of
TV’s effect on game attendance. sations may he left in the GradGrand-daddy of them all is jump.
Jerry Vroom. Spartan graduate uate Manager’s Office. Total cost ing. Jumpers say that it’s the most
for
the
two-night
stay
Is
$7.50.
athletic manager, estimated that
thrilling of all skiing. . . you hae
Fox also reminds students that a feeling of complete freedom when
last night’s gate was apprassintateFeb.
29 is the last day they may you’re SO feet isp in space! The
ly 15 per cent smaller because of
TV.. Vroom pointed out that it buy Ski Club wiernbership cards.
average collegiate jump is about
Only card -holders will be al- 100 feet. Points are awarded for
hits attendance in the paying
crowd more than in student sec- lowed to compete in the club distance and form. Form is
tion.
championship races to be held in ed on gracefullness, surestessIZ
Bill Hubbard, SJS athletic di- April.
procedure.
rector and former member of the
NCAA television committee, fears
that San Jaw’s share of the proEQUIPMENT
ceeds from the season’s talevisiOn
contract. $600, will not cosier the
FOR RENT
season’s lom at the gate.
AND FOR SALM
Peer rleollIsh 44472moodota
SKIS sad POLES
SKI SOOTS
ill lbw abaft flaraillallill ial
Alibis, ties’,
A.416116
bib.* 11204411111118d SI1.’1.
*et *mabasing’ hinsitIlltarar
11101bard stabar4607110,2
1.50 visk-Eas
MCA* affiewaso ’gamer iff11110.
aura wiff be eat by 40 per
Ski CM, Ng for cf.
1.50w(mi..E.41
telawort.
ff lb* restrat
Bob Fouts, sports director far
KOVR-TV, bendled the narration
San Fereamlolhotw
Ind *ad 404.CY 3-003
of the game from the telesision
roost at the top of the stands on
the eastern side of Spartan Gym.
While the audio portion of the
telecast was carried by telephone
wires to the station’s Mt. Dlabld
transmitter. the %Isola portion
was beamed to the transmitter in
relays.
A portable transmitter situated
outside the gym beamed ’the picture to the top of the Bank of
America Building, front which
point it was relayed to Mt, Diable.
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Twelve Contestants Run
r Theta Chi Queen

THETA CIII DII.P.AM GIRL aspirants are, upper
row, left to right: Pat Leggett, CM Omega; Glenda Spear, independent; Jean Gibbs, Delta Gamma; Jan Daugherty, Kappa Kappa Gartmee srrend row, left to slakt: Sue Merrill, Alpha (’hi
Onlelte: Barbara Lamy, Sigma Kappa; Mine
Thiel, Gamma PM Beta; Pat Butler, independent. Third row, left to right: Lynn Best, Delta
Zeta; Gird Bloadi. independent, now withdrawn
from jhe contest; Yvonne Mont:, Alpha Omicron
Pt; Carol Lucas, Kappa Alpha Theta. Bottom
row: Pat Myers. Alpha

Phi.

Fraternity Continues Parties
event before the crowning of the
6th annual Dam Girl at the tormai to be held the following week end at the Poninaula Country Club
in San Mateo.
Ilse dinner is the final social I Honored guests at the affair
will be the 12 candidates, Dr. Harold P. littler of the English depertinent and his wife and Ray
Initiates
Wilkerson. fraternity adviser.
Dick Garvin will emcee program following the dinner.

Theta (’hi fraternity will honor
ih 12 Dreem Girl candidates at
n buffet dinner tomorrrow night
at
o’clock in the fraternity

AOP
Pledge Class
At Ceremony

The fall pledge claw of Alpha
t ’micron Pi sorority was initiated
e:iinday In rites at the chapter
Itemise.
Foliowing the ceremony, actives
sinit new members attended a bane
spirt, honoring the initiates at the
Ann Joss Country Club. Joanne
4-ial was presented the Ruby A
sevanl by the local alumnae grOup
for her outstanding echoiarship,
campus activity and sorority attitude. Red roses were presented to
l’at Hubbard and Kathy Ogilvie,
itstandinn pledges for the months
_nf December and January respeefe.ely.
Prior to the Initiation ceremony,
the new initiates prepared and
ser%ed breakfast to the ’fictive
In.inhers.
Initiated were June Butters.
Galt Henneesy, Pat Hubbard. Car-sit Knutson, Pat Kultnifenn. Jo.
’mire Lehi. Marilyn Maciel, Kathy
hfilvie. Mary Platt and Janke
dime.

Alpha Chi Omega’s
Fete Fall Pledges
The fall ’pledges of Alpha Chi
Omega sorority were recently honored at a dance held at the ’Awn
and Country Iticige In Ben Lomond
Honored were Marlene Belew.
Dolores Gruber, Barbara Holtzberg, Mary Francis Irwin, Phyllis
Jay. Geraldine Miller, Elizabeth
Moon.. Marilyn Mortemon. Kay
Putrinut Janet IldbaIL Ginni Webster and Nancy Wegner.
Chaperones for the ,affair were
Miss
Frances
Oulland.
Alden
Smith, Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Ford
and Mr. and Mrs. Smith.

Fraternities Release
of Winter Pledges

Sigma Kappa’s SJS
Initiate Group; List
Elect Officers

recently
Campus fraternities
Winter quarter rushing.
Nineteen new members were in- conflicted
Lists of new pledges as released by
Mated into Sigma Kappa sorority
fraternities are.
in rites held at the chapter house the
Sunday.
Alpha Tao Omega
Donald Rye, Richard McColl.
After the initiation, new rnember3 were feted at a banquet at Raymond Glancy, Hugh Boyse,
the house. Toastmistress for the Jack Colgan, Larry Fonlyce. Wildinner was Dr. Alice Dement, fac- liarn Benson, John Grieg and Donulty adviser. Rhoda Covington aki Bickford.
welcomed members, a n d Marcy
Delta Sigma Phi
Nelson responded for the new inDon O’Neal, Bob Rehig, John
itiates. Other speakers were Barbara White, Sue Schiller, Jo Gut- Gray, John Munday and Tony
tadauro and Carol Merrick. Merle Buonocore.
Merchand wa.s named outstanding
Delta Upsilon
pledge.
Jim Music, Ron Cortal and Carl
New initiates are Dori Belli, Viachini..
Margaret Caigher, Carole CardoTheta Xi
za, Patti Cummins. Mary Ann
Jack Dale. Bill Bjorge and Dave
Jones.
Emmy
Illgen,
Janet
Halley,
Storch.
Nancy La bhard. Nancy Main,
Kappa Alpha
Moore.
Sharon
Marchand,
Merle
Jim Lacy, Bill Heckes, Bob
LiVerne Moresco. Marcy Nelson.
Mina Phillips, Shirley Scariett, Swanson, Roger Jacobson, Jim
Kay Schnitker, Diane Steventon Beadnell. Art Lambert, Clarence
and Carol Wood. Mrs. Noreen Mit- Wessman and Bob Smith.
chell is an honor initiate.
Lambda Chi Alpha
The sorority also elected new
Bob Barnes, Doug Dakin, Dick
officers recently, acording to Jo Earthman, Ed Eggert. Jerry McGuttadauro. publicity chairman. Cord. Dave Richards. Bill RobertNew officers are president, Diane Mitchell; 1st vice-president,
Judy Titus; 2nd vice-president,
Carol Davies; recording secretary,
Meg Schmidt; corresponding secretary, Eddi Eckhardt.
Treasurer. Barbara White: rush
chairman, Earlene Smith; assistant rush chairman, Bev Bangert:
Pfnnings are in the air! Several
social chairman. Mary Schenk; asCaMPSall sororities have been sursistant social chairman, Anna Ma- prised by pinnings of some of
rie Travisano; senior Panhellenic. thelentembers.
Nan Grisham.
Chi Omega sorority recently
Junior Panhclienic, Dona WinMitdrier; activities. Carol Merrick: learned of the pinning of Joy
and of
scholarship,. Pat Fox; publicity, Jo chell to SAE Bob Weiss
of
Guttadauro, assistants, Marcy Nel- Trudy Staples to Kirt Bidstrup
son and Joan Reher; Triangle cor- Phi Sigma Kappa.
Alpha Phi’. learned of the pinrespondent, Marilyn Hopes, Miminings of Sylvia Booker to Sigma
clan, Nancy Tipton.
Gentry to
Parliamentarian, Trubee Siem- Chi Jim Barclay, Arline
Upslion.
ering; philanthropy, Sue Schiller ’Mike Stepovich of Delta
and Joan Wolfe; registrar, Meese Miry Lou Shirey to SAE Roland
Dunaway;
historian - serapbOoks. Morten end former member yera
Mary Ann Halley and Dona Moore; Lee Osborn to Sky Joiner. SAE at
initiations. Carole Cardoza a n d the University of Southern
Bobbee Taylor; gifts, Mint"’ Main;
Kappa Kappa Gamma’s heard of
house manager, D’Anne Harold.
the pinning% of Eleanor Rice to
Jim Smith, Theta Chi from Stanford and Audrey Fleming to DU
George McFaddin.
AOPI’s were told of the pinning
Fourteen new members were of Joanne Lein, new initiate, to
recently initiated into Gamma Phi Charles Soderstrom of Sigma AlI Beta sorority. Following initiation. pha Epsilon.
a banquet was held at Marianis
Kappa Alpha Theta’s learned of
restaurant In honor of the new the pinning,’ of Mary Cune-o to
members.
Mike Callahan of Kappa Alpha
Initiated were Beverly Hoe, Nor- and Betsy Neale to Ed Kreyenhaeen Doyle, Marilyn Hayes, Markin gen of Delta Upsilon.
Higgins, Ann Holz,gang, Meredith
Mc.)Clernan, Bea Maude, Mary
Newman, Barbara Noble, Susan
Peterson. Suzanne Price, Shirley
Wallace, Peggy Wodden and Susan
Zingeler.
FIRSTIPICIINSIMESIMAPE

Romance
_z, Report

Gamma Phi Beta’s
Initiate Fourteen

son. Ken Rushing and Bob Wallace.
PI Kappa Alpha
Bruce Little, Victor Marquez,
Ruben Marquez, Al Correll. Gill
Norquist. BALI Roming, Doi.) Light,
Bob Lewis. Dick Roaa, Tony Ochinarro and Keith Murray.
Sigma Alvin Epsilon
Pete Crandall, John Lev. is, Roland Wauer, Robert Edmond. Allan Stewart, George Caspian, Kern
Matlock. Richard Kehler. Edward
Diaz artd Ron Hunter.
Sigma Nu
Gene Barrington. Richard Warren. Wayne Halbert, James Car- .
ter. Eugene Sanger, Richard Strader and Myron Cinque.
Sigma PO
Wally Ends, Eric Malloy. Mary
Kuetitzel, Bib Hird, Pete Thomas,
Bill Squires and Jerry Bartlett.
Phi Sigma Kappa
Bill Lager, Al Greenfield. Gene
King and Ray Cogo.
Theta Chi
Bob Gilmore, Roger liambly,
John Cowden, Den. Garay and Jim
Bennett.

Sigma Oli"s Hold
Quarterly Dance,

-Sigma Chi fraternity will hold
its quarterly pledge -active dance
tonight at HIlligla1e in honor of the
new pledges and new actives.
Danc.rig will be to the music of
Tony Nigro and his band, accordaig
to Jim Cottrell, publicity chairman.
The fraternity recent’) selected
its 1955 Sweetheart when Nancy.
Main was crier/tied at the Sweetheart Ball. Phil Banste. vice-president of the fraternity was chairman for theAanee- Dick Kissick la.
president of ffie A**.
,

Theta Xi!s -Elect
. Theta- ’Xi fraternity ireently:
elected new cheYtet ’officers: Installation’ dIr4613011ns took place
Monday.
’
New off icels are president, Grit ton Perry; vice-president, Eldon
Peter: treasurer, Bill Cartwright;
corresponding secretary, Jim Whitcomb; social chairman. John Howard.
now.1.1weittne ha . . .
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By TOM FULL=
"DAILY BRUIN," UCLA. To
that ever-growing cult of science.
fiction aficionados who await interplanetary travel with bated
breath, Samuel Schaaf has a Word
of advice: unpack.
Schaaf, an associate professor
of engineering, is among the sevral faculty members whose projects may turn out to be the forerunners of space travel someday.
For the present, however, Schaaf
difficulties, not the
sees many
least of which would be financial.
"Many scientists believe we
could land on the moon in le
years," Schaaf was quoted as
saying on the University Explorer program, "but not even
the most optimistic of them expect to see in that time the
all-out effort and all-out spending that would be required."
Another.formidable problem recognized by scientists would be the
development of fuels which would
produce an "escape speed" of 25.000 miles an hour. "Escape speed"
is defined as that velocity necessary, in the absence of an additional force, to escape the earth’s
gravitational pull.
Schaaf deaeribes the high velocity problem as one of getting the meet efficient propulsion from the least weight. The
testative aeration based on the
principle ot progresstve Meets,
enabled the ’4WAC Corpensr
to rocket off et a V-2 te a height
et 260 mile*.
A more burnediatelY practical
idea, according to Schaaf, is a
man-made satellit e._ -revolving
around the- earthtrom about ROO
to 1000 nillenifatint. Having arrived at ort#41bsition, Rs leftover speed .::Jarysld mace_ the
eerth’s gravity in .stiels a way as
to maintain its velocity indefinitely. "Here again," says Schaaf,
"the big peehlom *mud be that of
attaining tier velocity, this Was
of about 18,000 miles per hour."
Even whoa tive-entineerind and
design problems of space navigation have been solved, there will
yet be many psychological obstacles which would give pause to
the most intrepid of the Interplanetary pioneers,

Bruin Bookstore
Is Well Stocked
In Hookah_Pipes
"DAILY BRUIN," UCLA
To the Editor:
A big grin to our student store
for consistently being among the
best -stocked student stores on
campus.
Where else could one go on campus to purchase a Ming Dynasty
hookah pipe and a
galvanized

The American Campus

keeps Nine Lives

By SAM PISANO
REMEMBER WHEN??? Big problem at Fresno Junior College,
reports the college paper, "Rampage," is whether the
name of the
school should be changed to Fresno City College. When was itnot
too long agothat this very same problem reigned supreme at this
institution? Remember? Proponents of the name change thought that
University of San Jose---or was it University of California at San
Joec, or University of the Universewould add a great deal of prestige.
TURNABOUT!! Suppressed secret desires to reverse positions
with a few of the professors has become reality at the University of
Southern California, reports the "Daily Trojan." About 500 students
at the school recently had an opportunity to evaluate classes and
instructor so as to reveal "student criticism of texts, course, exams
and teaching techniques."
NOW HEAR THIS: Scientific investigation -in the truest sense
of the termmost deserving of recognition and eulogy this year, was
completed recently by Bill Lusk and Harry Veale of the Sacramento
State College paper, "The Hornet." With nary a thought to time and
effort expended, these two superior collegiates unearthed what may
go down in the annals of scientific study as the discovery of the ages.
. . . "Women," they report, "have more brains by actual weight than
do horses- -1200 to 690 grams." Indeed, it is upon the shoulders of
stalwarts such as these that 3e future of cur universe depends.
GIVES BLOOD BY THE BUCKETFUL! Probably the profusest
bleeder on the Los Angeles State College campus, according to the
"College Times," Is blood donor Phillip Sly. At last count this "lied
Cross Pin-up" had donated SS pints of the red-corposeled liquid, pacing the college record in California, according to Red Cress records.
Ely’s average presently tops 2.3 pines per year. The only way in
which any student on this cantpus can approach Ely’s 1.11-pint -per-year
mark is in the field of alcoholic consumption.
THE FIRSTEST! TV fever has grown to astronomical heights.
The University of Washington has come forth with its own TV station.
Designed for education purposes, the programs are aimed at three
general levelsyoung people, family and adults. Televising began
Ian. 5 with Washington’s Governor Arthur B. Langlie delivering an
inaugural address.
-
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"Two Students
Violate Code
At Stanford U

"SEQUOIA TIMM" Sequoia
lBgh SeliaaL---A
aan
meee eat narrowly romped lojury as he darted la and s
g
nom
atS
targets
during
archery
-seventh period P.E. recently.
The girl sharpshooters of the
junior class cautiously held their
fire until "fells" scampered to
safety.
"The eat would have been
safe anyway," a boy mumbled as
he walked by.

AnteCommies
Misuse Word
THE DAILY =AN." University of Texas.Many violent antiCommunists use the term "liberal"
as a synonym for Communist, leftwing, or radical. Strictly speaking, a liberal is one who advocates
improvement, change, and reform.
Although the sober opponents of
Communism realize the vast difference between a liberal and a
left-winger, many McCarthyites
continue slurring the memory of
the world’s great liberals through
their use of the word.
Among history’s famous "fuzzy
thinking" reformers were:
A Jewish prophet who stood
atop Mount Sinai to proclaim ten
rules to live by.
The Carpenter’s son of Nazareth nailed to a wooden cross for
ideas subversive to Rome.
The French peasant girl who
led her country’s army against the
British but was burned at the
stake for offending the Church.
An Italian altrenomer forced
by ’the Pope to quit teaching his
heretical doctrine that the earth
travels around the sun.

I WANT ACTI011it! ’A isbudent of the Unireratty atOregon, Robert L. Parker, decided he didefil like retitident_Itheithower’s prochustalion terminating as el Jan. 31:111.411litiragasey_itet404 as it applies to
the GI. Bill Lose the deg thilif_:11101114:104111 his hatatohes end bet
The tali, ug ty
Parker sought action by eendlag-tibitstOR-Opilipinn
tar willing to -fisha a wee to- proSenator, Richard L. Neuberger.
tect the Meth et the Mame in the
Eaphilning his nand to the esinge paper, ’Mho Oregon Deify Em- South.
erald," Parker said. Villy view on the Is that
"wag Aesericee
sass .are ;Wog to be snalset to the draft and lore Se glee twe years
JACKSON,-Ibea. (UP)
out
knives ter that purpose, we shseld be osespeonend le mime
T. B. 111/ten. kitvgitime *Aerator
operator at the Hinds County
Recently Parker received a letter from Senator Neuberger in courthouse, has directed htutdreds
which Neuberger said that he and "Senator Hill of Alabama are spon- of couples to the marriage license
soring a bill which will ’extend full educational benefits to all those bureau with this advice: "If you
on active duty before Jan. 31. 1955." Neuberger said that he is also can remember the way you feel
studying the possibilities of extending the "GI Bill" for ’’a further right now, then you will have a
happy marriage."
period."
street elbow?*
And our bookstore, although
temporarily out of the textbooks
for our classes, was able to stIpply
12 dozen copies of "Traveling
With the Birds," illustrated in full
color.
Then, too, we were able to buy,
right in our very own store, bronze
broccoli servers to give to our
mothers.
I hear that they are planning
on opening an auto showroom
soon.

BLUE RIBBON CHAMPION ON WESTERN CAMPSES

. Harr/ Twombly received a letter nearly 40 years after it was
mailed. The letter had fallen behind a board in the postoffice of a
local store sometime in January,
1915.

3rd St. Star and Bar

trZ:

Arrests Illegal
"DAILY CALIFORNIAN," UM;
remit; of CaliforniaA univendtf>
law professor claims that 75 pre
cent of all arrests made by pollee ’
in the United States today ’NI
technically illegal.
However, explains Prat. &twang \ -

L Berme, Jr.. an authortergo tom

bin’ at the ’1111111lorsity
their
sebooi at law, in moat on
Illegal action may he attributed to
archaic laws it:morning arrest,
search and seizure. and interrogation.
-

lititUtkinal

PART-TIME
GOOD PAY.
Three men needed to work
in our $alt
and sarrim
department evenings and
Saturday.

South 3rd Street
Med Wait of Qintela

141

Apply 7:45 p.m. Monday
St. Claire Hotel, Rm, 211-

1000 Free Pnallimis

D,

K. Smith

Ws Nearing Completion
? OTTROG UEBL ?
What’s it going to be?

in a
romantic, secluded wine cellar atmosphere

-24

San Remo’s
Restaurant
36 S. FIRST STREET
SAN JOSS
Open Thursday Evening

-

"STANFORD DAILY.’ Stan.
ford UniversitySix students .ap.
ieared before the Council for Stu.
dent Control for possible Honor
Code violations during dead week
and finals week, one receiving suspension front the University for.one quarter and an F in the course
involved.
The suspended student admitted
to charges that she had plagi.ariced material from a comic book
ty copying it almost in entire.ty.
a freshman English theme,
Another student was found gull’.
council and given a "It’
tY by the
pended suspension and an F in
the course. (A suspension will be
invoked if another Honor Code
case involeing the perion,,,,
brought before the couneiL)- 71sa
other four were acquitted.
the
The student receiving
ausperaaaa, aim a
man. was found to have plagiarized an article from a magazine
for a theme. He had been questioned about the theme by the pro.
fessor, and confessed the next day.
Although pleading guilty and
admitting that information on plaglarism had been distributed hi
the class, he testified that he did
not realise that plagiarism involved an Honor Code violation,

PIZZA

Latin Continental

Handsome! Rugged "Mile
High" leather soles. Styled
as sharp as a sports car.
Favorite on campuses.
Extra hard heels with special V steel plates give the
"UMW Its grr-nwH

T

ON WILLOW, OFF ALMADSN
CYpress 4-4009

TUESDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SUNDAYS
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P.M. TO 12 A.M.
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if is also our cordial pleasure to offer you
100/. off on every Pizza
And when on the Peninsula. it’s SAN REMO CARA’S (formerly Mary Jane’s),
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SJS To Encounter Revised Line-up To Meet
San Diego Quint Mustang Mittmen Here
The San Jose State Spartan cagers may be without the servirsest
isf Center Bud Hjoirn tonight when they tangle with the Son Diego
Aztecs in Spartan Gym at 8 p.m.
Hielm, who is the Spartans second highest scorer, was bbffillig
with the flu bug yesterday and Coach Wait McPherson wasn’t certain
I t he would he ready for action. *
Borghesani and Tor Hanries in
ken, who suffered eye
the second half of the Cal Poly
st.irne Wednesday night. are both
espeeted to be ready tp play tonight.
If Hjelm is unable to play. Borth,atani is scheduled to take up
With two regulars out of the
hi-. duties at the center position
lineup. the Spartan wrestling team
The Aztecs invade San Jose invades San LUIS Obispo tonight
vith a 10 win. 6 loss record for to meet California Polytechnic
the season and only half a game (.7n/le11e at 7:30 o’clock- .
out of first place in the California
(’ouch liugh Murnby reports
Collegiate Athletic Association.
that Gus Talbot, 167 -pounder, is
Tony l’inklna 6 ft. 3 in. for- out with a touch of the flu, while
ward, peers the Aztecs with
’Tom McIntosh, 157. is sidelined
17.11 points per game aierage In
with a slight hack injury.
16 games. Teaming with rInkIns
Talbot will be replaced by Ron
In the front Iln are Center
Phillips. while Ken Simpkins will
N.nel Mickelsen andNewfill in for McIntosh.
port. Jim Sams haa been seorIng
Starters in the 130 and the
writ for the Atte4. In recent
heavyweight divisions will be degames and will spell Newport
eided-by challenge matches, while
tonight.
the remainder of the lineup will
Iii the hackeinirt Coach George be filled by regulars. Gail ilelvie
7.1egentitsis will probably start Don and Kiyoshi Oshitia will vie for
jlegerle and Bob AllarT1S.
the 130-pound startink berth, while
McPherson will start either k,n ftl1RX and Jerry RAM- will
Halm or Ikwichesani at the center compete tor the starting heavyspot. flanked by Hansen and John weight nod.
k:ieet
The rest of the lineup includes
The Spartans sparkplug. Carroll Joe least. 123, Hen Hernandez. 137.
Williams. will team up with Bob Lynn Brooks, 147, and Dick FranRondonia at the guards,
cis, 17’7. Russ Camilleri. outstandThe probable starting line -lips: ing 177 -pound tretihrnan. will comSae louse at. roa. man Diego St. pete in an exhibition bout.
Hansen {6-1) 1.
Pinkins 1,6-3
Newport i 6-1
l
I.rreg I6 -2i
)lelrn16-6i
C Mickelsen 16-61
11.alharnit 45-101(;
Fiegerle
Al;ims 6i
Erdant 13. lot G

Hob

Two Grapplers
Out Tonight
Against CPC

Tiger Grid Team
Will TacklKSC
STOCKTON, Jan-, 27 IUPt - College of Pacific has announced
that its football team will meet
Kansas State College under a one game agreement in the COP stadium here on Oct. 12. 1957.
The night game will be the first
time that a Big Seven team hk,,,
played in the Stockton stadium.

By SEX= GANDY
A revised lineup will go into the
ring Saturday when Coach Julie
Menendez sends his Spartan boxers against the Cal Poly Mustangs
In Spartan Gym at 8 p.m. It will
be the second duel meet of the season for SJS. while the liktatanias
have had two previous, a win over
Stanford and a loss to Santa Clara.
Watching the bouts from the
ringside seats will be Dick Bender, SJS’ 156-pound PCI champion.
Coach Menendez has decided to
use Gerald Dahl in the 156-dhlsion
against George Cox, rather than
risk overmatching the Mustang
boxer with Bender.
Dove Fanner. Spartan heavyweight, probably wifi not see action since the Mustangs are weak
in that class and probably will
forfeit the match to the Spartans.
The evening’s top bout probably will be the 147-pound clash
between hard hitting Harry Barlow of SJS and Frank Loduca, who
gave Bender lots of trouble as a
freshman last year in an exhibition.
Another bout expected to ;novide lots of action is the 119pound encounter which pits Massey Utsunimiya of SJS against Eduardo Lebastida. a mustache -wearing package of dynamite from
Mexico.

Al Julian will be seeking his
mooed straight 125-pound victory
In the sesiond match of the night
agaiast Bill .Forte. Joe Rodreguez. aim victorious his fiest time
out, will taksan Lambert Leievier
in the 125-pound bout. Lelevier
boxed for the Mustangs in 1950
before entering the service.
Jim Knickerbocker will rep/ace
Al White in the 139-pound contest against Pete Godinez. White
has moved up to the 147-pound
ranks for an exhibition against aggressive Ernie Hooper. A second
exhibition will feature a pair of
newcomers, Jim Bennett of SJS
and Ernie Martinez of Cal Poly, in
a 137 bouL
The 165-pound event will mateli
Max Verdun against Vic Buccola.
Both boxers won their first thee
out. Buceola was held to a draw
against Santa Clara in his second
bout.
Al Brown, Spartan gridder, will
snake his first start of the season
in the 178-pound diision against
Kai:nth:I Johnston.
TO HALL OF FAME
NEW YORK, Jan. 26 (UP)
Joe DiMaggio, Ted Lyons, Dazzy
Vance and Gabby Hartnett were
elected to the Baaeball Hall of
Fame today in the annual Debiting of the Baseball Writers A.
41011.11.01.11.1110

A Campus-to-Career Case History

Swimmers How
As Navy Wins

Pro Teains Name
Spartans in Draft
Toni Louderback. guard. yesterwas 1106111/41 hy the Washington
Bettakins as its selection in the
Notional Football League draft
while teammate Matt Vujeich.
fullback. sas living chosen by the
New York Giants in the same
league
Winning the bonus choice in
the League. thc lialtimore Colts
chose George Shau, quarterback
ft ’,m the rnaersity of itregon.

.

Ra/6,- Contmittee
Plans Reception

SJSi swimming team was defeated. 61-23. by the Treasure Island Pirates in its season opener
at Treasure Island last night as
the Pirates broke a six-game jinx
held by the Spartans. It was the
first defeat SJS has suffered from
Treasure Island since the competition began three years ago.
Using U. S. Pan-American team
members, who are practicing for
the Pan-American games to be
held in March, the navy swirruners
captured first place laurels in nine
of the ten events.
Rollo Kotvisto. A r t Lsmbert
Torn Heine, and Dick Tre
swam to first place in the
yard relay in 4 minutes. TrieSSOB
is team captain.
Gaining second place victories
were 7Yetfall, 100-yard cissh: tie
Earthman. 200-yard backstroke;
and Torn Nilsson, 300-yard breaststroke.

ilembers of the SI’S and ( al
Poly busing tram.. fartiltv. college administrators, and alumni
are has lied to attend ta recepProbiellast Up
tion In the Student I nion after
LOS ANGELES
RIPi --saberday night’. bouts, ui.’rirdlag lo ‘16Isn/f Ito. ralh commit- iTotal milk production in the
I United States in 1953 was estitee chairman
mated at more than 119 billion
pounds, compared with 115 billion
f
in 1952, and second only to the
record a ii t p u 1 of 11!".8 billion
I pounds in 1945. says the 1954 Enulopedis Americana Annual.
skiers are ionipeting in a ’
t’alitoenta regional rneet it Et41.1,.ais thh. tte.ket,,I !anti) hill and
alalant lace, at, tieing
till to’IN_ and t h.. CFCs .% count ry and
_jitthiping eeut. sill he tontorran
at Bijou
At the last in., t Nlia leo d
C
crone
mt top t ither compel’s:
t.. trTI, in the or,
thy placed
o CI.A Sr% oda San Joist., SI.‘;t:inford .411.1 CL
Ln
SLICED BACON
Smokeltss ’louder first was wall
31. lb.
by the War Department at San,1
sf,
Manic, N.J., in 1W91.

O’Hara (leis) works ear a problem smilk a aseasiar of his erne

His territory:

Spartan Ski 1 cant
In Retritinal Meet

TWO CITY BLOCKS
James O’Hara, Stevens Institute of technology IM.E. ’5I l,is an installation foieman for the New York Telephone
Compiny. His present assignment is
two city blocks between 15th and 47th
Streets in the middle of Manhattan.

MEATS

pools- I’

priced

BEEF LIVER

1

4k lb.

Smott Sao

CLUB
BARBER SHOP.
FLAT TOP, CREW
and BUTCH CUTS
Our Specialty
BS lost Soo For000ilo St.

SPARS RIBS

Mk lb.

-.

66It doesn’t measure very big horizontallv."Jim says."But verticallv it makes
up a lot of telephone business -7500
telephones to be exact. My eight -man
crew does everything from installing a
single telephone to working on complete
dial intercom systems for [Artie of the
nation’s biggest businesses.

"I’ve got to know about each of these
jobs that my men do, ’My training with
the telephone company took me through
the installation, repair and testing of the
various tIpes of telephone equipment
and service for which I am responsible.
I even had a chance to do a little experimenting of my own and developed a new
way of preventing oil seepage on automatic ass itching equipmenL I understand it’s being written up for use
throughout the Bell System.
"That’s what I like about telephone
work. Even two city block, are full of
opportunity."

FreshL*1n

GROUND BEEF

356

num 0000 TtIUVS . SAT
prlces sea freer dallsarkis
be serrithis, ftsfisenitles and
bsieding

State Meat Market
Santo Clara at Fourth
CY 2-7726’CV WM

You’ll find that most other college men with the telephone company are Just as enthusiastic about their
Jolts. If you’d he interested in similar opportunity
with a Bell System Telephone Companyor with Sandia
Corporation, Western Electric we BA Telephone Laboratories, see your Placement Aker for full doodle.
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syrraig

